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Abstract

Trinitarians are charged with at least two contradictions. First, the Father is God and the Son is God,
so it seems to follow that the Father is the Son. Trinitarians affirm the premises but deny the con-
clusion, which seems contradictory. Second, the Father is a God, the Son is a God, and the Holy Spirit
is a God, but the Father is not the Son, the Father is not the Holy Spirit, and the Son is not the Holy
Spirit. This argument seems to entail that there are three Gods. Again, Trinitarians affirm the prem-
ises but deny the conclusion. In this article, I present a novel Trinitarian solution to these alleged
contradictions. The solution allows one to maintain that the premises in the above arguments are
absolute identity statements, forestalls the need to develop a new way of counting (e.g. by sortals or
numerical sameness), and is compatible with divine simplicity.
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Trinitarians are charged with at least two contradictions. First, the Father is God and the
Son is God, so it seems to follow that the Father is the Son. Trinitarians affirm the prem-
ises but deny the conclusion, which seems contradictory.1 Second, the Father is a God, the
Son is a God, and the Holy Spirit is a God, but the Father is not the Son, the Father is not
the Holy Spirit, and the Son is not the Holy Spirit. This argument seems to entail that
there are three Gods. Again, Trinitarians affirm the premises but deny the conclusion.
In this article, I present a novel Trinitarian solution to these alleged contradictions
that allows one to maintain that the premises in the above arguments are absolute iden-
tity statements while denying the conclusions. The solution presented requires neither
endorsing an alternative logic nor embracing a new way of counting (e.g. by sortals),
and, somewhat surprisingly, the solution is bolstered by the doctrine of divine simplicity.

In the next section, ‘Two Problems for Trinitarianism’, I describe the alleged contradic-
tions the Trinitarian needs to dispel and the way in which the Trinitarian needs to dispel
those alleged contradictions. Then, in the section ‘Extant Solutions to the above
Trinitarian Problems’, I briefly describe several extant strategies for resolving the alleged con-
tradictions and state problems for those strategies. The strategy proposed in this article will
aim to avoid those problems. In the final three sections, I propose and defend a new strategy
that dispels the alleged contradictions. The first of these three sections, ‘Solving the First
Problem’, describes the strategy for resolving the first alleged contradiction. Then, the section
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titled ‘Metaphysical and Historical Support’ contains a metaphysical picture that supports the
strategy proposed in ‘Solving the First Problem’ along with historical support from Thomas
Aquinas. The final section, ‘Solving the Second Problem’, uses the same strategy described in
the sections that precede it to resolve the second alleged contradiction, with some help from
the doctrine of divine simplicity. The assistance of divine simplicity is surprising; many cur-
rent Trinitarian views either require rejecting divine simplicity or endorse a weakened view
of the doctrine.2 If the final three sections are successful, the view I propose allows one to
endorse Trinitarianism while avoiding both the above contradictions and the problems
with the extant views described in ‘Extant Solutions to the above Trinitarian Problems’.

Two problems for Trinitarianism

There are two arguments that allegedly result in a contradiction for any orthodox
Trinitarian view.3 First, Trinitarians want to affirm the premises but not the conclusion
of this argument:

1. The Father is God.
2. The Son is God.
3. So, the Father is the Son.

To affirm the conclusion is to deny the distinctness of the Father from the Son. To deny
the distinctness of the Father from the Son is to endorse a version of Modalism, the view
that the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit are not distinct but are instead roles, func-
tions, or guises of the same thing, just as Clark Kent and Superman are just the
Kryptonian Kal-El in different guises or playing different roles.4 Modalism was condemned
at the First Council of Nicaea, and the aim of this article will be to maintain orthodox
Trinitarianism, which requires denying 3.

The second alleged contradiction results from affirming the premises but denying the
conclusion of this argument:5

4. The Father is a God.6

5. The Son is a God.
6. The Holy Spirit is a God.
7. The Father is not the Son.
8. The Father is not the Holy Spirit.
9. The Son is not the Holy Spirit.
10. So, there are at least three Gods.7

To accept the conclusion is to accept polytheism, the view that there is more than one
God. To accept polytheism would be to deny monotheism, which is a central tenet of
Christian Trinitarianism. Thus, to maintain orthodox Trinitarianism requires denying
10, which seems to be inconsistent with accepting 4–9.

How is the Trinitarian to respond? In what follows, I adhere to Thomas Aquinas’s
description of the Trinitarian’s task: to provide a way to dispel contradictions rather
than to understand the Trinity.8 The goal of this article, then, will be to provide a strategy
for how someone can affirm the premises but deny the conclusion of the above arguments
without violating Trinitarian doctrine. The approach here does not involve an attempt to
help the reader understand the nature of the Trinity, even by way of analogy; rather, the
fact that there is a resolution to the apparent contradiction is taken on authority rather
than through a positive understanding of the nature of the object(s) about which there is
an apparent contradiction.9 The strategy presented below is not without support,
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however; I argue that there is precedent for the strategy, provide a metaphysical picture
that underlies the strategy, show that the strategy is arguably employed by Aquinas, and
describe how the strategy is not beset with the same problems that extant strategies face.
Although I believe the strategy here might be compatible with some extant views (with
some modifications to those views), I do not here expound on that compatibility, except
for some brief remarks in the notes.

Extant solutions to the above Trinitarian problems

The main extant strategies for solving the above problems can be categorized according to
what those strategies understand the ‘is’ to signify in the first problem – the sense in
which the Father is God and the sense in which the Son is God. In this section, I briefly
describe these extant strategies and their problems in order to present a solution that is
not susceptible to the same problems.

The first extant strategy is to take the ‘is’ in the first argument to be an ‘is’ of predi-
cation, a strategy that characterizes most Social Trinitarians.10 According to this strategy,
‘The Father is God’, ‘The Son is a God’, and ‘The Holy Spirit is God’ are read as the Father,
Son, and Holy Spirit sharing in the same divine nature, similar to how individual humans
share a human nature.

This strategy solves the first problem. Just as Socrates is human and Aristotle is human,
but Socrates is not Aristotle, so the Father is God and the Son is God but the Father is not
the Son. The predication strategy, however, does not solve the second problem, according
to which the Father is a God, the Son is a God, and the Father is not identical to the Son, so
there seem to be at least two Gods. Carrying on the analogy from above, Socrates is a
human, Aristotle is a human, and Socrates is not identical to Aristotle, so there are at
least two humans. It is thus difficult to see how Social Trinitarians avoid polytheism –
the most pressing problem for Social Trinitarianism.11 Social Trinitarians have responded
to this charge to varying degrees of success; these strategies often include taking mono-
theism to be consistent with multiple Gods that are closely enough related12 or taking the
divine persons not to be God but to be divine by participation in the one God, the
Trinity.13 The solution proposed below, however, does not maintain that there are
three Gods in any sense. I take it that not affirming that there are Gods in any sense
and thus being absolved of polytheism is a desideratum for an orthodox Trinitarian view.

The second extant strategy, Pure Relative Identity, holds that the lines of argumenta-
tion in the first problem are sortal-relative identity statements. To make a sortal-relative
identity statement is to say that there is a sortal F in respect of which the relata are the
same (for example, Cicero is the same person as Tully). The first premise of the first prob-
lem, ‘The Father is God’, should really be read, ‘The Father is the same God as God.’14

Relative Identity views can be divided into pure and impure views. Pure Relative
Identity, as described here, is the view that either

(RI1) All absolute identity statements are ill-formed,

or

(RI2) All absolute identity statements are reducible to relative identity statements.15

According to Pure Relative Identity, lines of argumentation in the first problem, if they are
not ill-formed, must be relative identity statements.

What characterizes all Relative Identity theorists is the position that, possibly, x is the
same F as y but x is not the same G as y. For example, I am the same person as I am, but
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perhaps I am not the same passenger as I am, because I may be counted by an airline as
two different passengers.16 For another example, two men are the same surman if they
have the same surname; different men can be the same surman.17 This enables Relative
Identity theorists to say that, for example, the Father is the same God as the Son but
the Father is not the same person as the Son.

If we restate the first problem according to Relative Identity logic, we have the
following:18

1′. The Father is the same God as God.
2′. The Son is the same God as God.
3′. So, the Father is the same God as the Son.

3′ follows from 1′ and 2′, and the Trinitarian can accept all three premises. If we translate
the lines of argumentation using a different sortal, person, the result is three falsehoods:

1′′. The Father is the same person as God.
2′′. The Son is the same person as God.
3′′. The Father is the same person as the Son.

So, by reducing the statements in the argument to Relative Identity statements, the
Trinitarian is not forced into accepting an unorthodox conclusion that follows from
true premises.

Pure Relative Identity can be used to respond to the second problem by taking
predicates containing count-nouns like ‘is a God’ as reducible to Relative Identity
statements. Thus, ‘is a God’ can be reduced to ‘is the same God as itself’. The second
argument can then be translated into Relative Identity statements that the Trinitarian
can accept:19

4′. The Father is the same God as the Father.
5′. The Son is the same God as the Son.
6′. The Holy Spirit is the same God as the Holy Spirit.
7′. The Father is not the same person as the Son.
8′. The Father is not the same person as the Holy Spirit.
9′. The Son is not the same person as the Holy Spirit.

Using Relative Identity logic, it does not follow from 4′–9′ that there are at least three
Gods; it only follows that there are at least three persons.

Although Pure Relative Identity can solve both of the above problems, the view has
problems of its own. First, one might think the view conflicts with pre-theoretic and
philosophical intuitions that there is absolute identity. It would be better if a view
could solve the above problems Trinitarians face without holding that absolute identity
statements are ill-formed or that all identity statements are reducible to relative identity
statements.

Second, if Pure Relative Identity is true, there cannot be maximally general sortals like
‘thing’, ‘being’, or ‘entity’. To accept RI1, that all absolute identity statements are ill-
formed, is to deny that there are maximally general sortals, but that comes at a cost.
Maximally general sortals help us identify the things over which we can quantify with
an existential quantifier, and it is what we count by when we want to count everything
there is. If one accepts RI2, that all absolute identity statements are reducible to
Relative Identity statements but holds that these statements include a maximally general
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sortal like ‘thing’, ‘being’, or ‘entity’, then Relative Identity does not solve the first prob-
lem. If each of 1–3 is read as an identity statement and the following principle holds:

(P) ∀xy (x ≠ y →∼ (x is the same being as y))

then the affirmation of 1 and 2 but the denial of 3 creates a contradiction even in Relative
Identity logic.20 The solution I propose below does not require commitment to RI1 or RI2
in order to address the alleged contradictions and, for that reason, avoids the above pro-
blems for Pure Relative Identity.

The final extant strategy discussed here is Impure Relative Identity, according to which
there are true absolute identity statements, but there are also other ways of counting in a
way that solves, or at least reduces the severity of, the two Trinitarian problems above.
One such view is the Numerical Sameness Without Identity (NSWI) view, according to
which one can count by either absolute identity or numerical sameness (or both).21 To
count by identity is to count objects that differ according to Leibniz’s Law, whereas to
count by numerical sameness is to count hylomorphic compounds by their shared matter
(or, rather, what plays the role of matter). For example, one continuous chunk of marble
can constitute a statue and a pillar. The statue and the pillar are distinct, because erosion
can destroy the statue without destroying the pillar, but the statue and pillar are numer-
ically the same because they share all the same matter.22 According to proponents of
NSWI, the divine nature plays the role of matter, and each divine person shares in that
matter but also is distinguished from the other divine persons by another property –
for example, being unbegotten, being begotten, and being spirated – each of which is dis-
tinct from the other. The Father, on this model, is a hylomorphic compound of the divine
nature and being unbegotten, whereas the Son is a hylomorphic compound of the divine
nature and being begotten, and so on. ‘God’, on this model, is an ambiguous name for
whatever is constituted by the divine nature.

A Trinitarian proponent of NSWI can affirm the premises but deny the conclusion of
the first problematic argument by affirming that the Father is identical to something
that is named by ‘God’, as is the Son, and the Trinitarian proponent of NSWI can deny
that the Father is identical to the Son because the Father is, in fact, distinct from the
Son – the Father is unbegotten whereas the Son is not. Proponents of NSWI, while denying
3, still affirm that the Father is numerically the same as the Son; the Father and the Son
share the same divine nature, which plays the role of matter.

A Trinitarian proponent of NSWI can also affirm 4–9 and the conclusion of the second
problematic argument. The proponent of NSWI will need to affirm that there are three
distinct entities that are each Gods, but NSWI allows the Trinitarian to reduce the severity
of accepting 10 by asserting that each of the distinct beings that are Gods are numerically
the same – they each are constituted by the same divine nature and so share what plays
the role of matter.

The first problem for NSWI, as indicated in the paragraph on Social Trinitarianism, is
that it would be a benefit to a Trinitarian view if it did not need to affirm in any way that
there are three Gods. By affirming that in some way there are three Gods, a view has the
appearance of polytheism. Hasker (2010, 326–327) points out that if ‘God’ were an ambigu-
ous name, we could provide subtext to disambiguate the three gods: GodF, GodS, and
GodHS. Robert Koons (2018, 352) likewise states, ‘Thus, [for NSWI] the charge of tritheism
seems inescapable, since each Person is divine in His own unique and incomparable way.’
To avoid the charge of polytheism, Hasker (2010, 2019), who also endorses a constitution
model of the Trinity, denies that ‘God’ is ambiguous and instead takes the ‘is’ in 1 and 2 to
be an ‘is’ of constitution – the Father is constituted by God, and the Son is constituted by
God. Hasker can then respond to the second problem by affirming that the Father and Son
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are constituted by the same, unique God. Aside from the (perhaps) problematic adherence
to the view that the Father is not identical to God but is instead merely related to God in
some way, Hasker’s view and NSWI share a second problem: the godhead is very
complex. According to NSWI, there are at least seven distinct entities in the godhead –
the divine nature, being unbegotten, being begotten, being spirated, the Father, the
Son, and the Holy Spirit – and it seems as if there are many entities in the godhead
according to Hasker’s view as well. Those views involve complex work in order to solve
the Trinitarian problems. It is a benefit to a view not to have to postulate additional
entities to solve such problems. The strategy I present below involves no such additional
entities; in fact, the view is compatible with and (as will be shown in the section ‘Solving
the second problem’) helped by the doctrine of divine simplicity, the view that there is no
complexity in God whatsoever.23

In what follows, I propose a solution to the two problems above that allows a
Trinitarian to remain orthodox by accepting the premises but denying the conclusion
of the two problematic arguments above. The solution avoids affirming that there are
three Gods in any sense, allows the Trinitarian to affirm that absolute identity statements
are well-formed,24 does not require developing any new way of counting entities, and is
compatible with (indeed, as will be shown, the view is helped by) the doctrine of divine
simplicity.

Solving the first problem

In short, the strategy proposed here is to maintain that there are implicit opaque contexts
in Trinitarian formulations. An opaque context is a linguistic context in which substitut-
ing co-referring terms does not guarantee the same truth value. That is, there is no guar-
antee of substitution salva veritate into an opaque context. Take, for example, the following
argument:

a. Lois Lane knows: she is in love with Superman.
b. Clark Kent = Superman.
c. Lois Lane knows: she is in love with Clark Kent.

The context after ‘knows:’ in a. is opaque. Substituting a co-referring term (‘Clark Kent’)
into that context in a. sometimes yields a different truth value – in this case, a. is true but
c., in which the substitution is completed, is false. In the example above, the knowledge
operator creates the opaque context that prevents the guarantee of substitutivity salva
veritate.

The first problematic argument above also contains a substitution of co-referring
terms: (‘the Son’ for ‘God’). Here is the argument again:

1. The Father is identical to God.
2. The Son is identical to God.
3. So, the Father is identical to the Son.

According to premise 2 in this argument, ‘the Son’ and ‘God’ co-refer, and the problem is
generated when ‘the Son’ is substituted for ‘God’ into premise 1 to guarantee the truth of
3, in which the substitution is completed.25 If, however, there is an opaque context that is
substituted into in the first premise, then substitution into that context does not guaran-
tee the truth of the conclusion. If there is such an opaque context, the Trinitarian can
affirm the premises but deny the conclusion without contradiction, and so the problem-
atic contradiction is resolved.
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Of course, there is no textual indication in the argument itself that the first premise
contains an opaque context. In the Lois Lane example, there is an explicit knowledge
operator that indicates that there is an opaque context that ranges over the statement
that succeeds it. Other examples of intensional operators, such as ‘believes’ or ‘feels’,
are also not present in premise 1.26

There are views according to which a sentence functions in ways not made textually
explicit, and discernment as to how the sentence functions is determined via context
rather than explicit textual clues. For example, someone’s statement, ‘There is nothing
in the fridge’ is sometimes true even when there are shelves and crumbs in the fridge.
One can explain the possibility that such claims are sometimes true by holding that
there is an implicit quantifier that restricts the scope of the uttered statement to food
items (assuming crumbs are not food items). So, there is precedent for believing that
there are linguistic mechanisms present in the meaning of a sentence without explicit
textual evidence.

There is also precedent for the view that there are implicit opaque contexts in sen-
tences without textually explicit operators. According to Michael Della Rocca’s interpret-
ation of Spinoza, for example, Spinoza’s views contain implicit opaque contexts.27 Della
Rocca maintains that the following Spinozistic inference is invalid:

14. My body causally interacts with mode of extension E.
15. My body = my mind.
16. So, my mind causally interacts with mode of extension E.

The argument is invalid, because although premise 15 contains an absolute identity state-
ment, it cannot be used to substitute into 14 to guarantee the truth of 16. There is no
explicit indication of an opaque context in 14. Instead, the fact that there is an opaque
context in 14 is evidenced by the content of 14. According to Della Rocca, when there
are descriptions or names that are described by a particular divine attribute such as
(on Spinoza’s view) extension, there is an opaque context that ranges over those descrip-
tions/names. In 14, there is an opaque context preceding ‘causally interacts with mode of
extension E’. In 14, ‘my body’ is in that context, and substitution of the co-referring term
‘my mind’ does not guarantee the same truth value for 16 as for 14.

If Della Rocca’s interpretation of Spinoza is correct, Spinoza holds that there are impli-
cit opaque contexts throughout Spinoza’s work. That there are such contexts is discovered
by realizing that Spinoza accepts the premises but not the conclusion in the argument
containing 14–16 above, and through further analysis one can discover that there are
such contexts present based on the content of the sentence.28

Similarly, Trinitarians can discover that there are implicit opaque contexts in
Trinitarian formulations because Trinitarians believe on authority that they ought to
hold to the premises but not the conclusion of the first problem (1–3) above.29 One
could revise the absolute identity reading of the premises (which, as indicated in the sec-
tion above, is problematic) or find ways to better understand the absolute identity read-
ing. My view tries to do the latter, as does Della Rocca when interpreting Spinoza.

Although I have proposed that there are implicit opaque contexts in Trinitarian
formulations – in premise 1 of the first problematic argument in particular – I have
not yet provided an account of when these opaque contexts are created. I propose that
they are created around a position in a sentence whenever the occupant of that position
is (1) identified with either a divine person or some entity based on a divine person or
(2) described by a feature that is based on a divine person.30 For example, according to
(1), the contexts preceding ‘is the Father’, ‘is the Son’, and ‘is the Holy Spirit’ are all opa-
que, as are the contexts that follow ‘The Father is’, ‘The Son is’, and ‘The Holy Spirit is’,
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because all of the relevant contexts contain a position in a sentence in which the occu-
pant is identified with a divine person. According to (2), the contexts preceding ‘is a being
who begets’, ‘spirates’, and ‘proceeds from the Father’, are all opaque, because the rele-
vant contexts contain a position in which the occupant is described by a feature that is
based on a divine person. According to this proposal, ‘God’ in ‘The Father is God’ is in
an opaque context, because it is preceded by ‘The Father is’, which according to (1) creates
an opaque context. Thus, substitution of ‘the Son’ for the co-referring ‘God’ (according to
premise 2) does not guarantee the truth of ‘The Father is the Son’. The first problematic
argument, then, does not entail its conclusion, and the Trinitarian can accept the prem-
ises and deny the conclusion without contradiction. The first problem is thus solved.

The solution proposed here might appear ad hoc. To be clear, it is. As indicated above,
the assumption here is that the task for the Trinitarian is to avoid contradiction; it is not
to first understand the Trinity in order to explain how the arguments do or do not suc-
ceed. However, the ad hoc work is justified. If we have authoritative testimony that the
arguments above fail and the solution is not beset with the same problems for extant
views, then we have testimonial reasons (authoritative testimony that the problematic
Trinitarian arguments fail) and explanatory reasons (that the solution I propose is not
beset with the problems for extant views) to endorse the ad hoc solution.

One concern with the strategy just proposed is that it prevents making inferences that
Trinitarians should be able to make. For example, suppose ‘P’ is the name of the omnipo-
tent being. Trinitarians should be able to make the following valid inference:

11. The Father is God.
12. God is P.
13. So, the Father is P.

If ‘The Father is’ creates an opaque context, then substituting ‘P’ for the co-referring ‘God’
does not guarantee the truth value of ‘The Father is P’. Trinitarians need a principled way
of distinguishing the kinds of inferences made so that 1–3 is invalid but 11–13 is valid.

It is possible for there to be valid inferences even when substituting into opaque con-
texts. Some kinds of substitutions into opaque contexts can guarantee the truth value of
the resulting sentence even if other kinds of substitutions do not guarantee the truth
value of the resulting sentence. For example, even though the Lois Lane argument
(a.–c. above) is not valid since co-referring terms cannot be substituted into the opaque
context, if Lois Lane were to know that Clark Kent = Superman (and knowledge is closed
under known entailment and Lois goes through the logical steps), it would follow that Lois
Lane knows she is in love with Clark Kent. If the terms are known to co-refer, then the
argument is valid.

So, substituting co-referring terms into an opaque context may, under some conditions,
guarantee that the resulting sentence has the same truth value as the sentence substi-
tuted into. The context, however, is nevertheless opaque, because substituting
co-referring terms into the context does not guarantee the truth value of the resulting
statement under all conditions. What remains is to specify the conditions under which 3
does not follow from 1–2 but 13 does follow from 11–12 even though both inferences
involve substituting co-referring terms into an opaque context.

I propose that the content of the relevant words/phrases can determine whether the
terms are substitutable salva veritate into the opaque context created by phrases that sat-
isfy (1) or (2) above, such as ‘The Father is . . .’ In what follows, I first divide descriptions/
names into two different types based on their content, then I state conditions under
which those types can be substituted salva veritate into opaque contexts generated by
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phrases that satisfy (1) or (2) above, and then I show how it allows 13 to follow from 11–12
but 3 not to follow from 1–2.

First, I propose dividing names/descriptions in Trinitarian statements into the follow-
ing two types:

PIDs: person-involved descriptions/names and
PUDs: person-uninvolved descriptions/names.

A PID is a description or name of God that has its basis in a divine person. For example,
‘The Father’, ‘The Son’, and ‘God’s begotten’ are PIDs. A PUD is a description or name of
God that does not have its basis in a divine person. For example, ‘The omnipotent being’
and ‘God’ are both PUDs; ‘The omnipotent being’ and ‘God’ have their basis in God as such
rather than in a particular divine person.31

Second, the conditions under which those types can be substituted salva veritate into
opaque contexts generated by phrases that satisfy (1) or (2) are as follows: PIDs cannot
be substituted salva veritate for PUDs into a sentence containing the relevant opaque con-
text. On the other hand, PIDs can be substituted for PIDs salva veritate,32 and PUDs can be
substituted for PUDs salva veritate into the relevant opaque context.

In 11–13, since ‘God’ and ‘P’ are co-referring PUDs, substitution of one for the other
into the opaque context created by ‘The Father is’ does guarantee that the resulting sen-
tence will have the same truth value as the sentence substituted into. So, 13 follows from
11 and 12. On the other hand, in 1–3, since ‘God’ is a PUD and ‘The Son’ is a PID, substi-
tution of ‘The Son’ for the co-referring ‘God’ into the opaque context created by ‘The
Father is’ (in 1) does not guarantee that the resulting sentence, 3, will have the same
truth value as the sentence substituted into, 1. So, if the proposal above is correct, 11–
13 is valid, but the problematic argument 1–3 is invalid.

It is worth noting that according to Della Rocca’s view of Spinoza, Spinoza can also
make distinctions between kinds of names and descriptions that determine the conditions
under which an opaque context can be substituted into salva veritate. First, to parallel what
was said above, when there are descriptions or names that are described by a particular
Spinozistic divine attribute, there is an opaque context that ranges over those descrip-
tions/names. So, in 14, there is an opaque context preceding ‘causally interacts with
mode of extension E’. In 14, ‘my body’ is in that context, and substitution of the
co-referring term ‘my mind’ does not guarantee the same truth value for 16 as for 14.

14. My body causally interacts with mode of extension E.
15. My body = my mind.
16. So, my mind causally interacts with mode of extension E.

There are, however, conditions such that if they are met, co-referring terms are substitut-
able salva veritate into the relevant Spinozistic opaque context. For example,

17. The thing that has only four items causally preceding it causally interacts with
mode of extension E.

18. The thing that has only four items causally preceding it = the fifth being to have
existed.

19. So, the fifth being to have existed causally interacts with mode of extension E.

17–19 is valid even though it involves substituting into the same opaque context that is
substituted into in 14–16. What is the difference that makes 14–16 invalid but 17–19 valid?
The difference is determined by the content of the terms that are being substituted,
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though the difference is more complicated in Spinoza’s case and does not exactly
parallel the Trinitarian’s distinctions. In the above Spinozistic arguments, there are
EIDs – extension-involved descriptions or names – names or descriptions that have
their basis in the Spinozistic divine attribute extension: ‘my body’, for example. There
are also MIDs – mind-involved descriptions or names – names or descriptions that
have their basis in the Spinozistic divine attribute mind: ‘my mind’, for example. There
are also AUDs: names or descriptions that do not have their basis in a particular
Spinozistic divine attribute, such as ‘the thing that has four items causally preceding it’
and ‘the fifth being to have existed’. MIDs cannot be substituted salva veritate for EIDs
(and vice versa) into a sentence containing the relevant opaque context, but AUDs can
be substituted salva veritate for AUDs into a sentence containing the relevant opaque con-
text. Since the terms flanking the identity sign in 15 are an EID and MID, respectively, one
term cannot be substituted for the other salva veritate to make 14–16 valid. However, since
the terms flanking the identity sign in 18 are both AUDs, substituting one for the other
into the relevant opaque context does make 17–19 valid. According to Della Rocca’s
Spinoza, the inference from 17 and 18 to 19 is valid in a way similar to how I propose
that the inference from 11 and 12 to 13 is valid, even though the substitution in each
of those arguments is into an opaque context. Plausibly, then, according to Della
Rocca’s Spinoza, if two terms, both of which do not have their basis in a Spinozistic attri-
bute, flank an identity sign, one term can be substituted for the other salva veritate even
into the relevant opaque context. Likewise, according to my proposed strategy, if two
terms, both of which do not have their basis in a divine person, flank an identity sign,
one term can be substituted for the other salva veritate even into the relevant opaque
context.

One might be concerned that the strategy presented in this section entails denying
either classical inference rules or the transitivity of identity. However, what has been
said above is compatible with classical inference rules and the transitivity of identity,
both of which are able to be maintained while holding that substitution of co-referring
terms into opaque contexts does not guarantee the same truth value of the resulting sen-
tence as the sentence substituted into.33 The strategy developed here is merely meant to
help discover where those opaque contexts are when they are not textually explicit and to
discover what can be substituted into those contexts salva veritate.

To be clear, I do not advocate adopting a strategy similar to the one given above when-
ever one wishes to resolve an alleged contradiction that occurs via substituting
co-referring terms. Trinitarians have a strong reason to believe that the above strategy
succeeds; they believe that the above problems can be resolved on the basis of divinely
authoritative testimony. Further, one might have good reasons to believe that absolute
identity statements are well-formed, that they are not reducible to relative identity state-
ments, and that one should not endorse a view that affirms that in some way there are
three Gods. These reasons provide support for the above strategy, whereas one might
not have reasons that strong to endorse the strategy whenever one wants to avoid a con-
traction that occurs via substitution.

Thus ends the proposed semantic strategy for how to avoid the alleged contradictions.
However, one might want more than a semantic strategy for how to resolve the alleged
contradictions; one might want to know what it is about the Trinity that would provide
metaphysical support for the semantic strategy. In the following section I sketch a brief
metaphysical picture to underlie the semantic strategy, though, to be clear, the metaphys-
ical picture is insufficient for understanding the Trinity. In the process of sketching the
metaphysical picture, I use the writings of Aquinas, who I believe can be interpreted as
employing both the metaphysics described below and the semantic strategy described
above.
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Metaphysical and historical support

In this section, I provide a metaphysical picture of why the opaque contexts are created in
the way I have proposed they are created, with the aim of developing a metaphysical
account that is compatible with divine simplicity, throughout citing Aquinas as a plausible
employer of the metaphysical picture and the accompanying semantic strategy. The his-
torical work will be very brief; I will leave it to another project to provide more extensive
historical support.

The metaphysical picture begins with the view that some divine entities, features, or
activities have their basis or ground in one divine person but not in another. We can then
make the connection between this grounding picture and the linguistics. We can do so by
maintaining that if a description or name of God designates something that either has a
ground in one divine person but not another or which is identical to the divine person
that provides such a ground, then that description/name cannot be substituted salva ver-
itate into any context that requires a name or description not to have its basis/ground in
that particular divine person. When, for example, Trinitarians try to substitute ‘the Son’
into the context after ‘The Father is’, they are substituting a name of God (‘the Son’) that
designates a divine person that is the basis or ground for some features (e.g. being begot-
ten, proceeding only from the Father) that do not have a ground in another divine person.
They are substituting this name into a context (after ‘The Father is’) that requires a name
or description not to have its basis in a divine person other than the Father. The grounds
are misaligned upon substitution, and therefore the resulting sentence is not guaranteed
to have the same truth value as the sentence substituted into.

The same picture can be given for Della Rocca’s Spinoza, according to whom some
descriptions (e.g. ‘my body’) describe something that has its basis or ground in a
Spinozistic divine attribute (e.g. extension), and substituting a co-referring term (e.g.
‘my mind’) that describes something that has its basis or ground in a different
Spinozistic divine attribute (e.g. mind) does not result in a sentence with the same
truth value as the sentence substituted into.

The idea is that there are certain entities that have a basis or ground that in some way
restrict the kinds of inferences one can make about those entities. In some cases, if
co-referring terms indicate certain kinds of different bases or grounds, even if those
terms co-refer, we cannot expect that substituting one of those terms for its co-referent
into contexts that require a particular basis or ground will preserve truth value.

To get more specific about how the picture supports the substitutivity rules given
above, first note that an opaque context is created in Trinitarian statements that include
a divine person-involved description or name – a PID – (per (1) and (2) above). Per (1) and
(2) above, it is a PID that creates the opaque context. For example, ‘The Father is’, a PID,
creates an opaque context that contains ‘God’ in premise 1. According to the metaphysical
proposal here, that is because a term that occupies the opaque context (‘God’ in premise
1) refers to or describes an entity that is required to have a basis or ground compatible
with the divine person whose description/name (PID) creates that opaque context
(‘The Father’ in premise 1). If one substitutes into that opaque context a co-referring
term (e.g. ‘the Son’) that refers to or describes an entity that has a basis or ground in
a different divine person, then one should not expect the substitution to preserve truth
value. Suppose one substitutes a PUD for a co-referring PUD or a PID for a co-referring
PID into an opaque context that requires a particular basis or ground for what is referred
to or described by the term that occupies that opaque context. If one makes that kind of
substitution, one should not expect a change in basis or ground from what is substituted
into that context. Suppose, however, that one substitutes a PID for a co-referring PUD into
an opaque context that requires a basis or ground not to be in some other divine person.
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One might thus expect there to be a mismatch between the basis or ground indicated by
what is substituted into that context and the basis or ground that is required by what cre-
ates the opaque context. Since there can be such a mismatch, one should not expect truth
value to be preserved by substituting.34

There is historical support for the view that some divine objects, attributes, or activ-
ities have their basis or ground in one divine person but not in another. According to
Aquinas, even though all divine persons are identical to God, divine persons provide
the basis for opposing a feature or activity to another divine person. The activity gener-
ating the Son, for example, is based on the Father, and so the Father provides a basis
for generating the Son not to be attributed to other divine persons. Aquinas thus holds
that generating the Son is not truly predicated of the Son or the Holy Spirit.

The issue is a bit more complicated than that presented in the previous paragraph.
According to Aquinas, to be a person is to be a distinct individual of a rational nature.
(See De Pot. IX.4 ans.) The distinctness part of that definition is fundamentally relational
and, in a way, opposed to another. Aquinas holds that such a definition of divine per-
sons adds nothing to God as such except for distinction, or relation. Aquinas thus holds
that divine persons are reducible to what he calls ‘internal divine relations’ (‘. . . “divine
person” signifies a relation as subsistent’, ST I.29.4 ans.), and the divine relations are
distinguished from each other only because each divine relation is the basis for an
opposition to the other divine relations: ‘The real distinction among the divine rela-
tions consists of nothing other than relational opposition’ (ST I.30.2 ans.). So, the divine
persons provide the basis (viz. internal divine relations) for opposition to other divine
persons.

To generalize the metaphysical picture proposed in this section, if a divine person R
provides the basis for opposing a feature to a divine person S, S cannot be identical to
R, nor can any feature based on S be truly predicated of R, and vice versa. If we were
to allow a PID to substitute for a PUD into an opaque context created by a PID, we
would sometimes get the result that two terms or phrases, each signifying opposition
to the other, signify the same thing, which is impossible. So, PIDs cannot substitute for
PUDs salva veritate into opaque contexts created by PIDs. God as such, however, does
not provide the basis for opposing a feature to any divine person. If a feature is based
on God, then that feature is truly predicated of each of the divine persons, and vice
versa. Hence, a PUD can be substituted for a co-referring PUD salva veritate into opaque
contexts created by PIDs.

This picture can be summarized in the following passages from Aquinas’s On the Power
of God (square brackets indicate my gloss) in which Aquinas states that divine persons are
distinct from other divine persons because they provide a basis or ground, which Aquinas
calls a ‘property’, for opposing other divine persons; they do not provide a basis that
opposes God as such.

[That which is] signified by the word ‘person’ is not the essence [God] taken abso-
lutely but is that which is the principle of incommunicability or individuation . . .

The word ‘person’ signifies one [a divine person] that subsists in the divine nature
[God] distinctly [from other divine persons] and incommunicably: whereas the word
‘God’ signifies one [God] who has the divine nature without reference to distinction
[from divine persons] or incommunicability . . .

Although God differs not from God by a difference in the Godhead . . . yet divine
Person differs from divine Person by a difference of personality [personhood], since
in God personality [personhood] includes also the property [basis or ground] that
distinguishes the persons. (De Pot. IX.6 ad 4, 6, 7)
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So, there is something about the personhood of each divine person that includes a
property that distinguishes that person from other persons. To be clear, Aquinas
does not think there are properties in God due to his adherence to divine simplicity,
according to which there is no property/subject distinction in God. The property
referenced by Aquinas is most likely an internal divine relation (or relative property)
that is identical to God and which is thus the basis or ground for distinguishing one
person from another. (See De Pot. IX.5 obj. 16.) According to Aquinas, God, which is
signified by a PUD, does not provide a basis or ground for opposition to divine per-
sons, whereas divine persons, which are signified by PIDs, do provide grounds for
such an opposition.

The above view allows Aquinas to make the following statement:

Although the relation [divine person35], in comparison to the essence [God], is only a
ratio [notion, so is not really distinct], still in comparison to its correlative [another
divine person], it is a thing and is a relation that really distinguishes it from its cor-
relative [another divine person]. (In I Sent. d.2, q.1, a.5, ad. 3)

One upshot for the view proposed here is that there only needs to be one way of counting.
We do not have to count by sortals or distinguish counting by identity from counting by
numerical sameness. Instead, when we count divine entities, we always count by absolute
identity. The result of our counting, however, will differ according to how we begin the
count. If we start with God, we get one entity. God is identical to the Father, the Son,
and the Holy Spirit, and God as such does not provide any grounds for opposition to
any of them. If we start with any divine person, however, we get three entities.
Supposing we start with the Father: the Son is identical to God, and the Father provides
a basis for opposition to the Son, so the Father is not identical with the Son. Mutatis
mutandis for the Father providing a basis for opposition to the Holy Spirit and the Son
providing a basis for opposition to the Holy Spirit. Since the Father provides a basis
that opposes the Son and the Holy Spirit, and since the Son provides a basis that opposes
the Holy Spirit, the three are not identical to any other, and the result of the count is
three entities. There is one way to count, but what matters is where you start. If you
start with a person, you get three, and if you start with God, you get one.

The above counting view is also supported by Aquinas, who says that there is only one
God (no plurality) if you do not begin by counting relations (persons) in God. However, if
you count relations (persons), there is a plurality, because they are predicated with
respect to something else, viz. what they oppose:

Every plurality of things predicated absolutely [viz. non-relationally, or excluding
divine relations/persons] is excluded from God [so we only count one entity] because
of His utter oneness and simplicity, but not every plurality of relations [persons] is
excluded [from God; so, there are a plurality of persons in God]. For relations are pre-
dicated of a thing with respect to something else [divine persons provide grounds for
opposition to other divine persons]. (ST I.30.1 ad 3)

So, according to the previous passage, if we begin by counting with God and not divine
persons, we get one entity due to God’s sheer simplicity. However, if we count beginning
with persons, we get a plurality – more than one – because they provide grounds that
oppose other divine persons.

The preceding should help us understand some passages in Aquinas more clearly. For
example, Aquinas answers an objection that goes like this: the Son does not have the same
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power the Father does, because the Father can generate but the Son cannot. Aquinas is
thus addressing the following parallel inferences that one might think are valid:

Argument 1:

i. The Father is God.
ii. God is the omnipotent being.
iii. So, the Father is the omnipotent being.
iv. The omnipotent being can generate.
v. So, the Father can generate.

Argument 2:

i. The Son is God.
ii. God is the omnipotent being.
iii. So, the Son is the omnipotent being.
iv. The omnipotent being can generate.
v. So, the Son can generate.

Aquinas’s response mirrors the strategy proposed in the sections above – the inference
from step iii. to iv. does not entail v. in each argument, because iii. contains a PID (‘the
Father’, ‘the Son’) and a PUD (‘is the omnipotent being), and iii. is being used to substitute
a PID (‘the Father’, ‘the Son’) for the PUD (‘is the omnipotent being’) into the opaque con-
text created by ‘can generate’ in iv. The result (v.) will not be guaranteed to have the same
truth value as the sentence substituted into (iv.) and so both arguments are therefore
invalid. Even if iii. is true – the Son is the omnipotent being – and iv. is true – The omnipo-
tent being can generate – v. might be false – it does not follow that the Son can generate.
Here are Aquinas’s words:

[T]he Son is able to do whatever the Father is able to do. [The Father and Son are
both the omnipotent being.] However, it does not follow that the Son is able to gener-
ate. Rather, a relational name (ad aliquid) [PID, ‘the Son’] has here [in step v.] replaced
a substantival name (quid) [PUD, ‘an omnipotent being’ in iv. to yield v.], since ‘gen-
eration’ signifies a relation in God [is a PID, so creates an opaque context that is sub-
stituted into in iv.]. Therefore, the Son has the same omnipotence as the Father, but
with a different relation [the argument does not entail that the Son generates]. (ST
I.42.6 obj. 3 ans., italics mine)

In the preceding, I hope to have provided an underlying metaphysical picture (with his-
torical support from Aquinas) for why the opaque contexts are generated in the way that
solves the first problem for Trinitarianism. The second problem remains, however, to
which I turn in the next section.

Solving the second problem

Again, here is the second problematic argument for Trinitarians:

4. The Father is a God.
5. The Son is a God.
6. The Holy Spirit is a God.
7. The Father is not the Son.
8. The Son is not the Holy Spirit.
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9. The Father is not the Holy Spirit.
10. So, there are at least three Gods.

The strategy I have proposed above does not yet get Trinitarians out of this alleged
contradiction, because the argument does not, on the face of it, require any substitutions.

There is, however, away to apply the strategy I have proposed above even to this argument
in away that allows us to replace the predicates in 4–6 with a name and an identity sign. To do
that, we can adopt the doctrine of divine simplicity. To show how the doctrine of divine sim-
plicityallowsusto replace thepredicates in4–6withanameandan identity relation,we should
first look to the formulation of the doctrine. The doctrine of divine simplicity is the view that
‘there is no ontological composition in God of any sort, whether of matter and form, or of
essence andaccident, orof this attributeand that attribute consideredasontologicallydistinct’
(Pruss (2008), 150). God is identical to any intrinsic, non-relational property that is truly pre-
dicated of God;36 there is no composition in God at all. So, if God has any non-relational attri-
butes essentially, God’s having that attribute is identical to God. Aquinas, who endorses divine
simplicity, also endorses the view that God’s attributes are identical to God:

God must be His own divinity, His own life, and whatever else is predicated of God in
this way . . . [T]he fact that divinity, life, and other things of this sort are said to be
‘in’ God should be traced back to a diversity that occurs in our intellect’s grasp of the
thing and not to any diversity within the thing itself. (ST I.3.3 ans., ad 1)

Some contemporary writers make similar statements about divine simplicity. Bergmann
and Brower (2006, 31), write, ‘[T]o say that God is identical with his goodness is just to say
that God is identical with God.’ Since God is identical with God, God is thus identical with
God’s goodness.

So, according to the doctrine of divine simplicity, to have an intrinsic and non-
relational property such as being a God just is to be identical to God (where God is an indi-
vidual, not a property). 4–6 are equivalent to 4ʺ-6ʺ:

4ʺ. The Father = God.
5ʺ. The Son = God.
6ʺ. The Holy Spirit = God.

If we combine 4ʺ–6ʺ with 7–9 above, the conclusion that follows is

10ʹ. f = g & s = g & h = g & f ≠ s & f ≠ h & s ≠ h

10ʹ, when translated, does not entail that there are three Gods, so Trinitarians can affirm
the conclusion without accepting any kind of polytheism. The second problem is thus
solved.

Accepting 10′ might seem like it entails a contradiction, and it would be contradictory
if all the relevant contexts were transparent. But, as I have proposed above, they are not.
Substitutions that would create a contradiction from 10′ do not occur salva veritate. For
example, an argument that would allegedly show a contradiction could run as follows:

d. The Father = God.
e. The Son = God.
f. The Father = The Son (d. & e.)
g. The Father ≠ The Son.
h. The Father = The Son & The Father ≠ The Son (f. & g.)
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According to the strategy I have proposed above, f. does not follow from d. and e., because
the inference requires substituting a PID (‘The Son’) for a PUD (‘God’) into an opaque con-
text in d. created by ‘The Father =’.

It is worth noting that divine simplicity helps the Trinitarian solve the above problems
given the strategy proposed above. This should be surprising; divine simplicity is thought
to be trouble for the doctrine of the Trinity. In fact, given how Social Trinitarianism and
NSWI require complexity inherent in the godhead, it is difficult to maintain divine sim-
plicity. If one is inclined to accept divine simplicity already, that might provide reason to
incline towards the strategy proposed above. If not and one finds the strategy proposed
above attractive, that might provide reason to incline one towards accepting divine
simplicity.

Conclusion

Trinitarians face two alleged contradictions. In both, Trinitarians accept the premises and
thus seem forced to accept the heretical conclusion. I have offered a strategy that allows
Trinitarians to read the premises naturally – as absolute identity statements. I have
argued that this can be done without succumbing to the problems with the three most
popular Trinitarian views – Relative Identity, Numerical Sameness without Identity, and
Social Trinitarianism. The strategy for solving the problematic arguments proposed
above allows for there to be well-formed identity statements and that identity statements
do not all reduce to sortal-relative identity statements. By avoiding those consequences,
the solution proposed above accords with pre-theoretic and philosophical intuitions that
there is absolute identity and enables one to hold that there are maximally general sortals
such as ‘thing’, ‘being’, and ‘entity’. The strategy proposed above is also compatible with
there being one way of counting – by absolute identity – and so forestalls the affirmation
that there are three distinct Gods that are somehow counted as one in a different way. By
resolving contradictions that Trinitarians are told on divine authority can be resolved
without succumbing to the problems for extant views, there is thus an explanatory argu-
ment to be made for the strategy proposed above. I have also tried to show that there is
precedent for the view I have proposed in Della Rocca’s view of Spinoza and, albeit briefly,
that the view is endorsed by Aquinas, in order to provide historical support for the
strategy.

Finally, I have shown how divine simplicity helps resolve the second alleged contradic-
tion. The reader might see this as a cost, but if it is, it is to be weighed against the benefit
of being able to resolve the alleged contradictions without the unnatural reading of the
premises and the problematic consequences that the three main views face. If this
makes accepting divine simplicity more attractive, that is, I think, so much better for
the view.

The strategy proposed above does not provide special insight into the nature of the
Trinity, nor is it meant to. Instead, the strategy is meant to show one way in which
the contradictions can be dispelled. The hope is that the strategy can be incorporated
into analogues/models of the Trinity, suitably modified in order to allow for absolute
identity interpretations of the premises in the arguments above. I suspect that the strat-
egy above is compatible with many extant analogues/models of the Trinity, although it
might not be surprising if each of those models fails, in some way or other, to provide
insight about how to non-problematically interpret arguments that create problems for
orthodox Trinitarianism.37
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Notes

1. ‘Trinitarian’ throughout this article is shorthand for ‘orthodox Trinitarian’.
2. William Hasker writes in 2019,

So far as I can see, there is no solution to this problem that is consistent with the strong doctrine of divine
simplicity. . . . the challenge for a contemporary scholar who wishes to defend their solution is to spell out
the concept of identity which they were using, a concept which avoids the conclusion that each of the div-
ine Persons is identical with each of the other two. This challenge has not been met. (Hasker (2019), 64)

3. The problem is presented here as it is presented in van Inwagen (2003).
4. The example comes from Rea (2003), 443, and it is repeated in Rea (2009), 407.
5. The problem is presented here as it is presented in Feser (1997), van Inwagen (2003), and Yandell (2010).
6. I assume here and throughout that if some x is God, then x is a God. So, if the Father is God, as in premise 1
above, then the Father is a God. The choice of the capital ‘G’ in ‘God’ as opposed to a lower-case ‘g’ is to match
Swinburne’s usage of the terms, quoted below from Howard-Snyder (2016, 17):

‘x is a god’, with a little g, means, by definition, ‘x is a very powerful non-embodied rational agent’
(Swinburne (1970), 53).

‘x is a God’, with a big G, means, by definition, that ‘x is a person who is essentially omnipotent, omniscient,
perfectly free, and eternal’ (Swinburne (2008), 5; Idem (2010), 3–19)

7. In case it’s not clear why the conclusion follows, let us translate ‘x is a God’ as ‘Gx’. The conclusion, then, is:

Gf & Gs & Gh & f = s & f = h & s = h,

which is translated as ‘There are at least three Gods.’
8. Aquinas describes this strategy in Summa Contra Gentiles, I.9.2.; IV.1.10, and Summa Theologica I.32.1 ans.
9. I here follow the view that the Trinity is a revealed truth and that grasping its nature is beyond the powers of
natural reason and can only be known in part and through revelation. (Gilson (1956), 12) Hasker (2019) agrees: ‘I
want to emphasize that the solution of the logical problem of the Trinity does not depend on such a developed metaphys-
ical theory’ (68, emphasis in original). This view is also found in contemporary work in other areas, such as divine
simplicity (Pruss, 2008) and the incarnation (Gorman, 2011).
10. Moreland and Craig (2017, 583, 591–593), Swinburne (1988), Plantinga (1988; 1989), and Yandell (2010, 152,
166; Idem 2015), all Social Trinitarians, take the ‘is’ to be an ‘is’ of predication. McCall (2013, 121) says that to take
the ‘is’ to be an ‘is’ of predication is to be a Social Trinitarian, and Rea and McCall (2009, 3) define Social
Trinitarianism in terms of taking the ‘is’ to be an ‘is’ of predication via their analogy to individuals who
share a common human nature:

ST [Social Trinitarianism]: The Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit are ‘of one essence’ but are not numer-
ically the same substance. Rather the divine persons are consubstantial only in the sense that they share
the divine nature in common. Furthermore, the sharing of a common nature can be understood in a fairly
straightforward way via the ‘social analogy’ in which Peter, James, and John share a human nature.

A notable exception is William Hasker, who identifies as a Social Trinitarian but takes the ‘is’ to be an ‘is’ of con-
stitution (Hasker (2010), 329; Idem (2013), 244–245; Idem (2019), 73); Hasker’s view will be addressed last in this
section.
11. See Clark (1996), Leftow (2000), Tuggy (2003), Rea (2006) for this charge levelled against Social Trinitarianism
as such. Many articles aim their charge of polytheism at specific versions of Social Trinitarianism, such as
Swinburne’s, e.g. Alston (1997), Hasker (2010), and Howard-Snyder (2015, 2016), or Wierenga’s, e.g. Brower
(2004, 299).
12. Swinburne, for example, takes the conclusion not to impugn monotheism, because he takes polytheism to be
the view that there is one collective of divine individuals which can act independently of one another, whereas
on his view, each of the divine persons’ acts are mutually dependent (1988, 180; see also Williams (2017) and
Plantinga (1989), 37). Some Social Trinitarians maintain that monotheism remains as long as none of the divine
persons are inferior to any other (Plantinga (1988), 53; Idem (1989), 34–35; McCall (2014), 116, 127) or have all the
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divine attributes in an inseparable way (Yandell (2010), 152, 166; Idem (2015), 161–163). Howard-Snyder (2016, 21)
calls these moves polytheistic double-speak’, which occurs when one counts Gods in a way other than absolute
identity. ‘[I]n its perfectly natural sense in English, “There is only one God” is to be read like this: there is an x
such that x is a God, and for every y, if y is a God, then y is absolutely identical with x.’
13. This strategy takes premises 4–6 to be false. See Plantinga (1999), 27; Moreland and Craig (2003), 588–590;
Wierenga (2004) for attempts at this strategy. Brower (2004) argues that the view is unmotivated, and Leftow
(2000) also objects by maintaining that ‘Monotheists want to say that being a divine being entails being God’
(ibid., 207).
14. This is a rough characterization. See note 18 below for more details.
15. For this characterization, see Rea (2003), which contains an argument that van Inwagen’s strategy requires
endorsing (RI1) or (RI2) (ibid., 440–442).
16. This example comes from Tuggy (2009).
17. This example comes from Geach (1967).
18. The following is a simplification for the purpose of brevity of presentation, following Yandell (2010)’s pres-
entation of the view (154–155). Pure Relative Identity, however, does not contain singular referring terms,
because singular referring terms require absolute identity. This presentation, however, captures the essence
of the Pure Relative Identity solution to the first problem. See van Inwagen (2003), 95–96, and van Inwagen
(1988) for formalized translations of these sentences.
19. The same caveat made in note 18 also applies here.
20. For the proof, see Rea (2003), 440–441. (P) is formulated by Rea as part of the proof. To deny (P) or any other
principle with a maximally general sortal that substitutes for ‘being’ in (P) is to deny that there are maximally
general sortals.
21. The Numerical Sameness Without Identity view is presented by Michael Rea and Jeff Brower. For a defence of
this view, see Brower and Rea (2005), Rea (1998), and Rea (2009). For problems with the view not presented here,
see Craig (2005), Pruss (2009), and Howard-Snyder (2015).
22. The example comes from Rea (2009), 418.
23. One view not addressed here is Robert Koons’s (2018) qua-objects view, which he affirms is compatible with
the doctrine of divine simplicity. According to Koons, the divine persons are distinct (using absolute identity)
from each other and from the divine nature (he denies the absolute identity reading of 1 and 2), so there are
four entities in the godhead, although there is a logically weaker relation than absolute distinctness – real dis-
tinctness – according to which the three persons are not really distinct from the divine nature (God) (Koons
(2018), 347–348, 351). Koons could thus reformulate 1 and 2 to ‘The Father is not really distinct from God’,
and ‘The Son is not really distinct from God’, respectively, but deny that 3 follows, since the real identity relation
is not transitive (348). 10 follows from 4–9, but the charge of polytheism is averted because each of the persons
are really identical (although not absolutely identical) to the same, unique God – a move similar to the one
Hasker makes. From what I say below, I do not think one needs to posit a real identity/real distinctness relation
in addition to the absolute identity relation. Nevertheless, I take the solution proposed below to be compatible
with Koons’ metaphysical picture, as indicated in note 34.
24. Aquinas seems to endorse the absolute identity reading of the ‘is’ statements in Trinitarian formulations.
Aquinas says that in God ‘the suppositum and the [divine] nature do not differ from one another’ (ST I.3.3
ans.), that the real relations [persons] in God are ‘altogether the same as the essence’ (ST I.28.2 ans.), that
‘the [divine] essence does not differ as a thing (secundum rem) from a [divine] person’ (ST I.39.1.ans.), and that
the divine essence is the same in reality as the act of generating and as the Paternity’ (ST I.41.5 ad 2). See
also ST I.32.2 ad 2.
25. Alternatively, one could think that ‘the Father’ and ‘God’ co-refer and so ‘the Father’ is substituted for ‘God’
in 2, and, by the symmetry of identity, 3 follows. I will ignore this possibility here; everything I say about ‘the
Son’ being substituted for ‘God’ can be applied, mutatis mutandis, to address the possibility that ‘the Father’ is
substituted for ‘God’.
26. The view proposed is not that there is elided content in Trinitarian sentences that generate an opaque con-
text; if there were, the truth of Trinitarian statements would depend on our states, e.g. what we believed or felt.
Instead, the view proposed here is that Trinitarian sentences contain implicit intensional operators without
elided content.
27. This section is largely taken from Della Rocca (1993), (1996), where Della Rocca spells out these views in
detail.
28. I am not here endorsing Della Rocca’s interpretation of Spinoza, nor am I saying it is even plausible. I am
simply using Della Rocca’s interpretation to show that there is a mechanism available to solve the alleged
Trinitarian contradictions. The argument here, then, does not depend on the plausibility of Della Rocca’s
interpretation.
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29. Of course, I am here assuming that the authorities are correct. One always has the option of reinterpreting
an authority’s words were they to find the pronouncements problematic and not have a way of solving the prob-
lematic words. I hope here to solve the problem so as to forestall the need to understand the authorities
differently.
30. One might maintain, as does Aquinas, that internal divine persons are not fundamental but that (intrinsic)
divine relations are fundamental (whatever those are). If so, the account here can be modified accordingly: opa-
que contexts are created around a position in a sentence whenever the occupant of that position is (1) identified
with either an internal divine relation or some entity based on an internal divine relation or (2) described by a
feature that is based on an internal divine relation. (For evidence that Aquinas holds that intrinsic divine rela-
tions are fundamental, see ST I.28.1 sed contra, I.29.4 ans.; I.40.2–3.)
31. There are some cases in which ‘God’ is a PID according to Aquinas, which allows the inference from ‘The
Father begets the Son’ to ‘God begets God’. Aquinas says:

[A]mong the properties of locutions, one must pay attention not only to the thing signified, but also to the
mode of signifying. And so, since the name ‘God’ [sometimes] signifies the divine essence as existing in one
who has that essence . . . others have claimed more correctly that, because of this mode of signifying, the
name ‘God’ is such that it can properly supposit for [viz. signify] a person . . . (ST I.39.4 ans.)

However, these cases don’t apply to premises 1 or 2 above. If ‘God’ were to supposit for a person in premises 1
and 2, ‘God’ would supposit for the Father in 1 and the Son in 2. Just as one cannot substitute ‘The Son’ for ‘The
Father’, one cannot substitute ‘God’ as it supposits for the Father with ‘God’ as it supposits for the Son.
32. Of course, for the argument to be sound, the same divine person must be involved in each PID. If the persons
were different, the terms that flank the identity sign would not co-refer.
33. In fact, the statement expressing the transitivity of identity (if x = y and y = z, then x = z) can be seen as a way
of expressing an argument in which substitutivity salva veritate into an identity statement occurs: (i) x = y, (ii) y =
z, (iii) So, x = z. z is substituted for y in the statement x = y (premise i), and the truth value of x = y (premise i,
which is substituted into) is the same as x = z (the conclusion). The statement expressing transitivity – if x = y
and y = z, then x = z – which expresses a kind of substitutivity salva veritate, does not contain an opaque context
around y into which z is substituted. Were y (in the statement x = y, premise i) to be in an opaque context, x = z
(the conclusion) would not follow, and the conditional expressing that inference (with opaque contexts substi-
tuted into) with x = z as its consequent would be false. (There are some conditions under which an opaque-
context conditional is true, because there are some conditions under which substitutivity salva veritate occurs
even when an opaque context is substituted into, as described above. I table these considerations in this
note, as they are not relevant to the purported denial of transitivity.) Such a conditional, however, would no
longer be the conditional expressing transitivity. Let us call the false conditional expressing substitution into
an opaque context an ‘opaque-context conditional’. When we discover that opaque contexts are substituted
into in 1 above (‘The Father = God’), we discover that the conditional expressing the argument from 1 and 2
to 3 is not the conditional that expresses transitivity (although the conditional expressing transitivity is
true). Instead, the conditional expressing the argument from 1 and 2 to 3 is an opaque-context conditional,
and it is false. The Trinitarian can thus accept transitivity while affirming that transitivity does not apply
when arguments contain certain kinds of opaque contexts that are substituted into.
34. I take the metaphysical picture proposed here to be compatible with Koons’s (2018) view according to which the
divine persons are qua-objects. To reconcile the linguistic proposal abovewith Koons’s proposal, one can take Koons’s
‘normal, unqualified predicates’ (Koons (2018), 347) to be PUDs and ‘normal, qualified predicates’ (ibid.) to be
PIDs. Koons also distinguishes the persons/qua-objects according to their bases (e.g. A5: ‘Any two qua-objects with
really distinct bases are also really distinct’, ibid., 348), although here the proposal is that the divine persons are abso-
lutely distinct in virtue of their distinct bases. This absolute distinctness between persons does not, I have argued,
require that persons are absolutely distinct from God as such, although Koons seems to think it does (ibid., 347).

The above picture also seems compatiblewith someSocial Trinitarianmodels, such asMoreland andCraig’s (2017),
according towhich there aremanyways to be a God/divine, someofwhichhave different bases fromothers (Moreland
andCraig (2017), 590–591). I will leave it to another place todiscusswhether themetaphysical picture described here is
compatible with various extant views in away that forestalls the need to interpret the ‘is’ in ways other than absolute
identity in the two problematic arguments above.
35. Since Aquinas holds that divine persons reduce to divine relations, I will, for simplicity, interpret divine rela-
tions as divine persons throughout Aquinas’s texts.
36. Relational properties are relationships between God and an entity that is not God, such as God’s relationship
to the world. These relational properties are distinct from internal divine relations, which Aquinas maintains
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provide the grounds for divine persons. What is said here is compatible with divine simplicity requiring that God
is identical to divine relations that serve as grounds for divine persons.
37. Thank you to Alex Pruss for providing helpful comments on a very early draft of this article and to graduate
students in one of his seminars at Baylor (especially Alina Beary, Brandon Dahm, Allison Krile Thornton, and Dan
Padgett) who worked through early versions of the view with me. Thank you also to attendees at meetings of the
Society of Christian Philosophers and American Catholic Philosophical Society for comments on presentations of
the view and to anonymous reviewers from Religious Studies for their suggestions.
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